The Governors would like to share with you the remarkable work that has happened in Windsor this year

WINDSOR NURSERY SCHOOL

2 Be a
sensory
explorer

1 Be a
scientist

WHAT WE PLANNED..
This year we have had 2 areas of
focus to develop our practice and so
improve the learning experience of all
children

I’ve noticed how
children’s
physical
competence
supports their
confidence and
have a go
attitude to
solving
problems - SB

I’ve noticed the
children’s drive
to discover and
test out their
ideas has
increased. They
keep on going
even when
something is
hard - SD

Children’s fear of moving
really limits them. I am
amazed to see how
supporting them to develop
their physical confidence
opens up their learning - RA

Look at the photographs and see if you can see the characteristics being demonstrated

Being motivated to learn, being active and being able to apply what you know are essential characteristics for learning and for life

Celebrating Children’s Learning 2017-2018

2 Children
naturally seek
the physical
opportunities
their bodies
need to develop
in the right
environment

1 Children
show they are
scientists
already if the
environment
and staff
supports their
thinking

WHAT WE DISCOVERED

So...1. Our evidence
shows:- This has
impacted upon
children’s
competency in
speaking—an
essential life skill as
they have so much to
talk about

So.. 2. Our
evidence shows :This has
impacted upon
the children’s
physical
competence—an
essential skill for
being a regulated
learner

The children’s outcomes this year are fantastic - well done to everyone for all your hard work

Thank you to all our parents—for letting us share in this precious time with your children

What we look for in children & support to develop—Resilience, confidence, a can do attitude, fun and laughter, concentration, reasoning, adaptability, responsibility, creativity

Supporting children’s scientific explorations with real materials enables them to try out their
ideas and theories and really makes them think
Ensuring sensory development and physical development are secure is the best way of
supporting children to be capable, competent learners

